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NO NIGHT ACTION

1. AUG 10 MIAMI HERALD CARRIES STORY HEADLINED "ARMED CASTRO FOES WAIT WORK IN HILLS". STORY SAYS FOUR OF FIDEL'S ARMY OFFICERS AND 100 OF THEIR MEN HAVE STOLEN GUNS AND GONE TO HILLS TO FIGHT COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT CALLED MOVIMIENTO INSURRECCIONAL DE RECUPERACION REVOLUCIONARIA DE CUBA. CAPT. QUINO MEMBRISSE IN COMMAND OF GROUP WHICH CLAIMS HAVE 30 MORE OFFICERS AND 300 MEN IN CASTRO'S ARMY WAITING. LORD JOIN THEM IN MOUNTAINS LAS VILLAS. DR. ORLANDO BOSCH, FORMER CHIEF 26 JULY MOVEMENT LAS VILLAS NAMED MIR MIR DELEGATE IN EXILE. HE NOW MIAMI SEEKING AID FROM "GOOD CUBANS AND NORTH-AMERICANS" AND ISSUING CALL FOR REBEL ARMY OFFICERS AND MEN TO DESERT.

2. CLIP BEING SENT HGOS FOR FULL STORY.

3. DURING MTG WITH [ENRIQUE HUERTAS] 10 AUG BOSCH NAME MENTIONED TO [HUERTAS] WITH VIEW OBTAINING INFO RE BOSCH. [HUERTAS] KNOWS BOSCH WELL AND ON BASIS HIS BACKGROUND IS "ALMOST CERTAIN" BOSCH IS CASTRO AGENT. BOSCH BACKGROUND
TO AS FULL: APPROX 35 YEARS OLD, MARRIED DR. MIRIAM
NICE. HOME IS SANTA CLARA, LAGO VILLAS PROVINCE. NICKNAME
"BOcob DE ROBAC" DUE TO RED MARK ON LOWER LIP. WAS HAVANA UNIVERSITY
STUDENT LEADER 1948-49 AND PRIOR WAS STUDENT LEADER 1945-47
AT INSTITUTO DE SANTA CLARA. WAS MEMBER OFGANISTER SAND OF
UNION INSURRECTIONAL REVOLUCIONARIA WHOSE ACTIVITIES INCLUDED
BLACKMAIL, SABOTAGE, AND ARMED ATTACKS DURING REGIMES OF GRU
AND PRI. FIDEL CASTRO WAS MEMBER OF UNIV SECTION OF UIR
SOME TIME AS BOSCH. BOTH PARTICIPATED IN STOKING AMERICAN
F.I.A. IN HAVANA DURING STUDENT DEMONSTRATION FOLLOWING MEETING
IN HONOR ALBIZU CAMPOS. WHILE AT UNIV WAS CONDEMNED FOR
GANISTERISM AND LATER PAROLED. DURING BATISTA REGIME HIS
BROTHER MIGUEL ANGEL BOSCH WAS PROMOTED TO POLICE LT. PRIOR
TO THIS MIGUEL ANGEL HAD BEEN SIMPLE POLICEMAN. MIGUEL ANGEL
IS ALSO GRADUATE DOCTOR. ENTIRE BOSCH FAMILY HAD JOBS DURING
BATISTA GOVT. TOWARDS END OF REVOLUTION AROUND "ID 1952
ORLANDO BOSCH EXILED SELF IN MIAMI AND WORKED FOR FIDEL
FOLLOWING REVOLUTION BECAME SUB-COORDINATOR OF 26 JULY
MOVEMENT IN LAGO VILLAS AND PARTICIPATED IN ALL CONFISCATIONS
IN SANTA CLARA AND THROUGHOUT LAGO VILLAS PROVINCE. AGAIN BOSCH
FAMILY FOUND JOBS IN GOVT, THIS TIME UNDER CASTRO, PRIMARILY
IN JUNTA DE MATERNIDAD OBREGON AND CLINICA DE MATERNIDAD OBREGON
IN SANTA CLARA. ORLANDO HELD THREE GOVT JOBS AS DOCTOR,
HIS WIFE WHO ALSO DOCTOR HELD TWO JOBS, HIS BROTHER TWO JOBS,
BROTHER'S LIFE TWO JOBS, ETC. ORLANDO'S MORE INFLUENTIAL
FRIENDS IN GOVT ARE:
A. FIDEL CASTRO
B. RAUL CASTELANO, PRES OF INIT.
C. GUALTIERIO CARACHELLI, CUBAN AMB TO TUNIS.
D. ALFREDO GUEVARA, PRES INSTITUTO DEL CINE.
E. LEONEL SOTO, DIR UNIVERSIDAD POPULAR.
F. CONRADO BEQUER, SEGREG ENTA.
G. COMANDANTE FINU PINEIRO, CHIEF G-2.
H. GASPAR JORGE GARCIA GALLO, COMMIE LEADER AID PROF LAS VILLAS.
I. JUANITO MIER, COMMIE LEADER.
J. PELIX TORRES, SECOND IN COMMAND LAS VILLAS MIL AREA.
X. ALFREDO YABUR, MIN JUSTICE.
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